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An integrated population healthcare solution that delivers guaranteed 
outcomes and savings.

Accolade Plus

With Accolade Plus your employees and their families get the healthcare experience they need. Our team of 

experts integrate and deliver benefi ts navigation, care management, primary care and expert medical opinion 

services for guaranteed outcomes and savings.  

Accolade Plus includes virtual primary and integrated mental healthcare, expert medical opinion services and 

personalized advocacy for every member. Accolade Plus integrates advocacy and care delivery, replacing 

member services, provider services and care management programs. Our care management programs support 

every healthcare need —acute and chronic, medical and behavioral – to set members up for success. By 

developing personalized recommendations for members at every risk level, we deliver a better, more reliable 

healthcare experience for every person we serve.

Our easy-to-use digital tools 
have a 4.9-star rating 
across more than 12,000 
app store reviews. 
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Accolade Plus

Comprehensive engagement  

We use inbound member and provider 

interactions and data-driven clinical outreach 

to ensure we reach the right members. This 

approach engages 70 percent of your entire 

member population.  

Data-driven insights that infl uence action  

Accolade’s True Health Engine combines factors 

including clinical risk, social determinants 

and provider relationships to build a more 

comprehensive picture of each member’s risk 

and enable earlier, more meaningful engagement 

with them.  

Comprehensive clinical intervention 

By making primary care, mental healthcare and 

expert medical opinion available virtually, we’re 

able to meet members where they are. Then we go 

further, seamlessly integrating Accolade’s services 

with each customer’s healthcare and benefi ts 

ecosystem, including third-party applications, 

to further increase program utilization.  

Proven results. 

Our approach results in measurable actuarially 

validated savings for our customers. We reduce 

your company’s healthcare costs across the 

member population, including all age groups, 

demographics, geography and condition levels.  

The personalized, integrated care model of Accolade Plus can make your employees healthier and happier.  

Learn more and schedule a demo today by emailing inquiries@accolade.com
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